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Executive Summary 

This deliverable presents the first architectural blueprint of the software components that are 

developed and delivered in the context of WP4. This is the first of three incremental versions of the 

document “System Software Architecture Interfaces and Techniques”, which will be updated in D4.2 

(M18) and D4.3 (M32) respectively. This first release covers the design and development activities 

up to month 10 of the project, reflecting the work done in tasks T4.1, T4.2 and T4.3.  

This document starts from and expands the work described in deliverable D2.6 [1], which specifies 

interfaces between system software and hardware components, as well as a definition of scope and 

functionality offered by the various components implementing these interfaces and delving deeper 

into implementation approach. The deliverable covers also the emulator platform that is being 

actively developed in the scope of the project to facilitate early validation and evaluation of software, 

without compromising the compatibility of the developed system software with hardware prototypes. 
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List of Acronyms and Naming Conventions 

ACPI The Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) specification 
provides an open standard that operating systems can use to perform 
discovery and configuration of computer hardware components, to perform 
power management by, for example, putting unused components to sleep, 
and to do status monitoring. 

GPA Guest Physical Address. Abbreviation to refer to the physical address space 
seen by the (guest) operating system of a Virtual Machine. 

GVA Guest Virtual Address. Abbreviation to refer to the virtual address space 
seen by the (guest) operating system of a Virtual Machine. 

HVA Host Virtual Address. Abbreviation to refer to the virtual address seen by the 
operating system/hypervisor of a host server offering virtualization. 

Hypervisor A hypervisor, or virtual machine monitor (VMM), is a piece of computer 
software, firmware or hardware that creates and runs virtual machines. 

IaaS Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a form of cloud computing that provides 
virtualized computing resources over the Internet.  IaaS is one of three main 
categories of cloud computing services, alongside Software as a Service 
(SaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS). In an IaaS model, a third-party 
provider hosts hardware, software, servers, storage and other infrastructure 
components on behalf of its users. IaaS providers also host users' 
applications and handle tasks including system maintenance, backup and 
resiliency planning. 

KVM Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is a virtualization infrastructure for the 
Linux kernel that turns it into a hypervisor. KVM requires a processor with 
hardware virtualization extensions. 

libvirt, libvirtd A toolkit to interact with the virtualization capabilities of recent versions of 
Linux (and other OSes). libvirt provides all APIs needed to do the 
management, such as: provision, create, modify, monitor, control, migrate 
and stop virtual domains - within the limits of the support of the hypervisor 
for those operations. The daemon entity – part of the libvirt toolkit - 
facilitating remote communication with the hypervisor is called libvirtd. 

Memory Hotplug Memory Hotplug allows users to increase/decrease the amount of memory. 
There are 2 phases in Memory Hotplug: 1) Physical Memory Hotplug phase 
and 2) Logical Memory Hotplug phase. 

NUMA  NUMA (non-uniform memory access) is the phenomenon that memory at 
various points in the address space of a processor have different 
performance characteristics. These systems required modified operating-
system kernels with NUMA support that explicitly understood the topological 
properties of the system's memory (such as the chassis in which a region of 
memory was located) in order to avoid excessively long signal path lengths. 
The designers of these products had to modify the Linux kernel to support 
NUMA. 

Openstack OpenStack software controls large pools of compute, storage, and 
networking resources throughout a datacenter, managed through a 
dashboard or via the OpenStack API. OpenStack works with popular 
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enterprise and open source technologies making it ideal for heterogeneous 
infrastructure. 

Openstack Nova Nova is an OpenStack project designed to provide power massively 
scalable, on demand, self-service access to compute resources. 

OS Operating System 

QEMU QEMU is a generic and open source machine emulator and virtualizer. 
When used as a machine emulator, QEMU can run OSes and programs 
made for one machine (e.g. an ARM board) on a different machine (e.g. 
your own PC). When used as a virtualizer, QEMU achieves near native 
performance by executing the guest code directly on the host CPU. 

SDM Agent The Software Defined Memory daemon agent running on dReDBox 
compute bricks to facilitate remote provisioning, modification, control and 
monitoring of virtual machines. 

SDM Controller The Software Defined Memory Controller is a centralized control entity 
orchestrating resource management and allocation and power management 
across disaggregated of a dReDBox datacenter. 

sysFS sysFS is a pseudo file system provided by the Linux kernel that exports 
information about various kernel subsystems, hardware devices, and 
associated device drivers from the kernel's device model to user space 
through virtual files. 

VM Virtual Machine – Isolated virtualization unit running its own guest operating 
systems 

VMM Virtual Machine Monitor – See Hypervisor 
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1 Introduction 

This deliverable focuses on the logical layering and the specification (including implementation 

details) of software interfaces presented in D2.6 and delves deeper into the internal architecture of 

the individual components implementing these interfaces. Throughout the text, there are pointers 

and references to the naming and numbering system outlined in D2.6, which will make it easier for 

the reader to put this work into the global context of the project. Still, in an effort to make the process 

of understanding this deliverable as self-contained as possible, we show in Figure 1 the interface 

map first presented in D2.6, whereby dReDBox software components addressed in this deliverable 

are distinctly shown using a light blue, dash patterned fill.  

Specifically, using Figure 1 as reference point, this deliverable is structured as follows: Section 2 

presents the IaaS Scheduler and Resource Registration dashboard, which operate at user-layer 

and are responsible for offering user-facing functionality. At resource management layer, the 

Software Defined Memory Controller (shortly, SDM Controller), which controls the dynamic 

allocation of disaggregated resources, is presented in Section 3. The operating system layer includes 

a) the Software Defined Memory Agent (in short, SDM Agent) - an orchestration proxy running as 

a system service on compute bricks that facilitates interaction between the SDM controller and a 

compute brick for the sake of local resource monitoring and orchestration, b) the memory driver - a 

set of kernel-level modules that handle the dynamic integration of remote resources to the local 

compute brick that the driver is running and c) extensions to KVM, the Linux Hypervisor module 

appropriately modified to support attachment of disaggregated resources to VMs hosted on a 

compute brick. For the sake of completeness, it is noted that the memory interconnect layer includes 

configuration (control-plane) agents running on switches and switch-specific drivers for 

reconfiguration thereof running at resource management layer. As the latter software is specific to 

switches used in the dReDBox architecture, this driver software is aimed to be specified and 

delivered within the Work Package specializing on the memory interconnect layer, namely Work 

Package 3 and integrated with the SDM Controller in next phases of the project. 
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   Figure 1. Hardware and software components map of the dReDBox architecture. Software components 

specified/developed in WP4 and reported in this deliverable are distinctly shown using a dash patterned, light 

blue fill. 

2 User Layer 

At this layer the end-user interacts with the system to get resources and spawn commodity virtual 

machines. The role of this layer is to hide the complexity of the dReDBox system from the end-user 

and provide, instead, standard interfaces for VM provisioning. The macro components offered at this 

layer are the IaaS Scheduler and Resource Registration Dashboard both described in Section 2.1. 

2.1 IaaS Scheduler and Resource Registration Dashboard 

The Infrastructure-as-a-Service Scheduler (shortly, IaaS Scheduler) is the main software 

component realizing the interfaces defined at the user layer (cf. interface S11 in D2.6 - Section 3.1). 

These interfaces are mainly intended to manage VMs’ lifecycle and – as seen from user perspective 

– closely resemble interfaces exposed today by industry standard IaaS-management software like, 

for example, Amazon’s EC2 Cloud [2] or Openstack [3]. However, under the hood, there are 

significant aspects that differentiate the IaaS Scheduler from standard cloud management offerings, 
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due to the fact that the first has to deal with the a disaggregated architecture and implement system 

specific interactions with the Resource Management layer in order to satisfy user requests. 

We chose to use and extend the open source Openstack [3] IaaS management software in order to 

implement the IaaS scheduler in dReDBox. This choice is motivated by the following arguments: 

 Maximize the impact of the project. Openstack is one of the most widely used software for 

managing IaaS cloud offerings, across non-commercial installations and commercial 

products [4] [5] [6]. By choosing to use a widely accepted solution for the user-facing 

component of the project, we expect to accelerate the adoption of the system. 

 Optimize development effort. The open source Openstack distribution defines already a 

very well structured architecture for IaaS management and provides open implementations 

solving most common problems. By reusing existing and widely accepted sub-components 

from the Openstack community, we expect to be able to focus our development efforts on 

dReDBox-specific problems rather than issues that have been already successfully solved in 

the past. 

 

Figure 2. IaaS Scheduler sub-components 

Figure 2 depicts the block diagram of IaaS Scheduler internal architecture, with inner blocks being 

sub-components. Note that this architectural diagram follows very closely the service-based 

architecture of Openstack [7]. In the block diagram, lightly shaded boxes represent components that 

dReDBox uses with minimal to no-change compared to original Openstack implementations, while 

fully colored boxes represent components that are being substantially modified in the  project. In the 
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following, the responsibilities of each sub-component in the context of a dReDBox system are 

outlined: 

 Identity. Manages user identities and provides basic authentication tools. The Openstack 

identity service implementation (known as Keystone [8]) and its functionality are deemed 

sufficient to provide basic functionality for multi-user VM authentication and authorization in 

dReDBox. 

 Image service. Stores VM images that end-users can use to startup their VM instances. We 

are reusing Openstack Glance [9] for this component. 

 Block storage. Provides persistent storage to dReDBox VMs. We are using a minimally 

modified version of Openstack Cinder [10], which will provide access to persistent storage 

provisioned in dReDBox peripheral trays.  

 Network. VM networks will be overlaid on top of the dReDBox data network, which is a 

standard electrical Ethernet network (see [11]). We are using a specifically configured 

instance of the Openstack Neutron [12] service for our project. 

 Telemetry. Telemetry services aim at collecting data about VM resource usage and make 

them accessible to users and administrators. Within dReDBox, we are extending Openstack 

telemetry services [13] in order to expose system specific metrics.   

 Dashboard. To simplify the interactions of the system, the dashboard offers a Web based 

UI that allows users to manage VM lifecycles. For what concerns standard users, this UI does 

not need significantly different from the standard Openstack Horizon UI [14], exception made 

for optional dReDBox specific extensions (e.g., explicit request for memory latency classes, 

see also [1]). Users with administrative rights, instead, need to have dedicated pages that let 

them monitor the status of disaggregated dReDBox resources, where they can see on which 

specific compute bricks VMs are running and what remote memory resources they are using. 

Another tab serves as the Resource Registration dashboard; this provides an interface to 

register CPU Bricks, accelerators, switches and memory modules, along with their physical 

interconnections and directly interacts with Software-Defined Memory Controller which is 

described in Section 3.1. 

 Compute. Compute is the Openstack service that needs the most significant changes 

compared to “traditional” Openstack compute services (i.e., Nova [15]). Given the centrality 

of this component in dReDBox and the substantiality of the modifications compared to state-

of-the-art, more details about it follow in the next sub-section. 
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2.2 dReDBox Compute Service 

In dReDBox, the compute service (part of the IaaS Scheduler component) implements interface S11 

as described in D2.6 [1], which defines VM lifecycle management interfaces and expected 

functionality thereof. Although S11 is very similar - from a signature perspective - to standard 

Openstack Compute (Nova service) interfaces and internal implementation, the dReDBox compute 

service is different from the standard Nova service (using here the Openstack Mitaka version as 

reference point1).  

Specifically, Openstack Nova [15] has to date assumed a “traditional” resource model corresponding 

to a fixed (during infrastructure commissioning/refresh time) and otherwise static composition of 

resources, as  demarcated by boundaries created by conventional server units (termed “Hosts” in 

Openstack terminology). Hosts are the physical machines that provide the resources for the virtual 

servers created in Nova [24]. They run a hypervisor that handles the actual creation and 

management of the virtual servers. Hosts also run the Nova compute service, which receives 

requests from Nova to interact with the virtual servers on that machine. This inflexible definition of a 

“Host” permeates the legacy approach that state of the art Openstack Nova takes in monitoring, 

managing and scheduling over cloud datacenter resources:  Nova only thinks of resources as being 

provided by a compute node; the tracking of resources assumes that it is only the compute node that 

provides the resources, and therefore when reporting usage of or performing VM scheduling [16] 

over certain resources, Nova naively calculates resource usage and availability by simply summing 

and/or filtering resource amounts across all compute nodes in its database.       

Compared to traditional cloud and VM-based systems, dReDBox changes the resource model 

completely to make resource management and scheduling relevant and efficient in the presence of 

a disaggregated datacenter. On a dReDBox system the total memory capacity on a compute 

instance can change on-demand. The dReDBox Compute Service within the IaaS scheduler needs 

to be aware of that and build its scheduling algorithms on top of this new model. For this reason, it 

needs to be integrated with dReDBox SDM-Controller (see Section 3.1) and interact with it to allocate 

and deallocate resources based on VM scheduling decisions. The responsibilities of the dReDBox 

compute service are the following: 

 Maintain an up to date state of association of running VMs, compute bricks, and amount of 

resources currently allocated to each VM. 

                                                

1 Openstack is a vibrant open-source cloud management software with almost quarterly major version releases.  The 

Openstack Mitaka version was the major stable version at the time of drafting this deliverable. dReDBox will keep 

monitoring its dependencies and adapting to new releases of Openstack throughout the lifetime of WP4.  
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 Maintain an up to date state of the resources currently associated to a compute brick, in 

terms of compute power (static in dReDBox) and memory currently allocated and currently 

available on the brick (dynamic in dReDBox). 

 Implement scheduling policies and algorithms that decide where to start new or migrate 

existing VMs, based on current global resource allocations and based on interactions with 

the SDM Controller. 

 

 

Figure 3. IaaS Scheduler dReDBox Compute Service VM allocation sequence diagram. 
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Figure 3 exemplifies these concepts with a UML sequence diagram zooming into the internals of the 

process that is followed by the dReDBox Compute Service, when a user requests a new VM through 

interface S11. To service the request, the IaaS Scheduler Compute Service checks if there is any 

compute brick that currently has enough memory to satisfy the request and, if not, it interacts with 

the SDM Controller through interface S10 to allocate more memory. Finally, it interacts with the 

libvirtd agents running on compute bricks to launch the VM instance. 

3 Resource Management Layer 

At this layer the management of disaggregated resources takes place. Software at this layer keeps 

an up-to-date state of available pool of resources and their allocation, and dynamically orchestrates 

the reservation and memory interconnect configuration. It features one component – the SDM 

Controller which is described in the following subsection. 

3.1 Software Defined Memory Controller 

This component acts as the heart of disaggregation orchestrator. It implements the functionality of 

S10 and S9 interfaces, described in deliverable D2.6. Moreover, it interacts via interface S7 with the 

SDM Agents running on compute bricks to initiate physical and logical attachment of resources, as 

well as to configure communication primitives for disaggregated peripherals (cf. subsection 4.3). 

Finally, it also controls the electrical and optical switch configurations via S2 and S1 to implement 

end-to-end communication paths between disaggregated components. The software drivers 

implemented the latter will be made available as switch-specific software via Work Package 3 and 

later integrated with the SDM Controller, as already noted in Section 2. 

The Software Defined Memory Controller is designed as an independent component, logically 

centralized and with cold backup replicas for failover. This approach is deemed to be sufficient from 

a scalability perspective, as resource allocation requests will be served on a relatively slow timescale 

(in the order seconds), producing a total load that is comparable to what state-of-the-art IaaS 

management software, e.g., Open Stack Nova [15] , successfully handles today by employing similar 

implementations. Although the project does not investigate new security technology, we are 

integrating Openstack Keystone [8] support within the implementation of interfaces S9 and S10. 

Interface S10 implements the reservation and allocation of memory regions that correspond to 

remote physical memory modules as well as accelerator regions, and also serves as a rendezvous 

point for compute bricks requesting shared memory allocation groups (cf. D2.6, Section 3.2). 
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Figure 4. Architectural Blueprint of dReDBox SDM Controller 

Figure 4 depicts the architectural blueprint of the SDM controller. All user-facing interfaces use an 

elastic message broker to post messages and receive replies to handle sudden burst situations. 

At the reception of a request from the broker, the SDM request dispatcher distinguishes between 

S10 and S11 requests. The latter are physical resource registration requests only issued when the 

physical configuration of a given datacenter changes so these are rare and never arrive in bursts. 

On the other hand, S10 requests are satisfied by the resource reservation engine worker pool. 

This is the heart of the SDM Controller, as it runs all key algorithms to determine available resources 

and decide which resources to allocate to each S10 request being serviced. Subsequently, it 

communicates the set of resource allocation servicing an S10 request to the platform synthesizer 

pool of workers, which in turn take control of passing configurations via interfaces S7/S1/S2 to the 

appropriate compute bricks and make sure that everything is configured properly, including 

reconfiguration of memory glue logic at destination compute brick(s) and targeted reconfiguration of 

the system interconnect. A power management daemon is periodically assessing resource usage, 

identifies possible fragmentation and looks for opportunities to change resource allocations, aiming 

at entirely freeing modules that can be powered down. Finally, a database (DB) engine is supporting 

persistency of state, while an in-memory graph structure provides the baseline for the 

implementation of sophisticated algorithms, as described below.  

The SDM controller features an internal representation of disaggregated components in the form of 

an in-memory undirected multi-graph structure. Specifically, each graph vertex corresponds to a 
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physical disaggregated component (compute/memory/accelerator), including vertex annotations 

(metadata) corresponding to component resource specification and allocations, while each graph 

edge corresponds to an established cross-connection between bricks allocated to a service VM 

request. Each graph edge is also annotated with physical network port information. A downsized 

example of such a graph structure is depicted in Figure 5. Graph-based algorithms realized in the 

resource reservation engine reserve resources to S10 requests, based on this graph 

representation of resource availability and also update the graph state as a result of new allocations. 

Another set of algorithms extracts specific switch and brick configurations that have to be pushed 

accordingly via interfaces S7, S2 and S1 to realize new configurations, as part of the platform 

synthesizer tool. In the context of task 4.4, this internal graph representation is also used to realize 

power management techniques that focus on freeing components in order to shut them down. 

 

Figure 5. SDM Controller internal graph representation of resource availability resp. allocation of dReDBox 

resource pools and physical connectivity among them 

4 Compute Brick Operating System Layer 

The compute brick runs the hypervisor, a modified version of the Linux kernel2 with KVM modules 

loaded that add virtual machines management capabilities. In this section, we describe the main 

operating system level components extensions as compared to a traditional Linux system. As one 

would expect, the innovation points compared to state-of-the-art systems relate to management of 

remote memory and its allocation and deallocation processes. The top part of Figure 6 shows the 

software component running as part of a compute brick operating system. Putting this in perspective, 

these components implement operating system layer interfaces running on computing bricks and 

their internal functionality, as shown at the bottom of Figure 6, as part of the dReDBox architecture 

re-iterated in Figure 1. 

                                                

2  Changes to the Linux kernel are aimed to be released as open source contributions. 
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Figure 6. Compute brick dReDBox operating system components and interactions 

As described in deliverables D2.3 [11] and D2.6 [1], reconfiguration requests sent by the SDM-

Controller are received by a compute brick via the management network. After being de-serialized 

by the Software Defined Memory Agent (shortly, SDM-Agent) they are passed over to kernel-space 

dReDBox components, i.e., the dReDBox memory driver and hypervisor extensions. 

The memory driver identifies the subsystem that is responsible for i) reconfiguring the local hardware 

programmable logic and optical circuitry and ii) set up kernel-level data structures to attach or detach 

remote memory allocations. The driver calls internally dReDBox-specific extensions (depicted in 

Figure 6 using a purple color fill for their implementing blocks) of kernel and KVM [19] features - 

namely, memory hotplug [17] and NUMA [18] - to achieve its goals; as explained in Section 4.3, our 

extensions permit to dynamically allocate resources from the global memory pool to hosted VMs.  

4.1 Software Defined Memory Agent 

This service has been designed as the glue between orchestration tools and all local compute brick 

operations. This includes relaying operations of the IaaS Scheduler (VM starting etc.), the 

configuration of KVM and ballooning drivers, the configuration of memory driver and the relay and 

handling of control path messages (e.g. error messages, acknowledgments of successful resource 
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allocation and configuration). The SDM-Agent service is designed to be a lightweight system service 

Linux daemon and is realized as a libvirtd [20] extension.  

4.2 Software Defined Memory Driver 

The dReDBox memory driver is the collection of hypervisor-level modules supporting dynamic 

allocation and deallocation of memory resources to the host operating system running on a compute 

brick. On its north-facing side, the memory driver implements interfaces (in the form of Linux system 

calls) S5 and S6 (cf. D2.6 [1]), which facilitate the contract between user-space SDM-Agent and the 

compute brick Linux kernel/hypervisor for configuring remote memory/accelerator access, both 

during guest VM allocation and for dynamic resizing of remote resources. In the rest of this section, 

we focus on the specification of the main sub-components of the memory driver, namely, memory 

hotplug and NUMA extensions. 

Memory Hotplug 

After hardware components have been set up to connect a compute brick with one or more remote 

memory (or accelerator) bricks, the hypervisor running on the compute brick needs to make the new 

memory available to its local processes. These processes include VMs, each living in a distinct 

QEMU process. To do so, the hypervisor has to extend its own physical address space and make 

sure that this extended part corresponds to the physical addresses that, once emitted by the local 

processor, are intercepted by the programmable logic and forwarded to remote destinations. 

Memory hotplug [17] is a mechanism that was originally developed to introduce software-side 

support for server boards that allow to physically plug additional memory SO-DIMMs at runtime. At 

insertion of new physical memory, a kernel needs to be notified about its existence (either manually 

via the sysfs API or automatically through ACPI interface, if supported) and subsequently initializing 

corresponding new page frames on the additional memory and making them available to new 

processes. In memory hotplug terminology, this procedure is referred to as hot add. A 

complementary hot remove procedure would be triggered via software to allow to detach pages from 

the running kernel and allow physical removal of memory modules. Originally developed for the x86 

architecture, memory hotplug has been ported so far to a few different architectures (including 64-

bit Power processors, x86_64, Itanium, and some less widespread architectures like S390 and 

SuperH), mainly due to its tight dependency on hardware supporting physical hot plug of memory 

modules. 

The dReDBox compute brick kernel reuses the functionalities provided by memory hotplug to extend 

the OS’s physical memory space and add new pages to the running kernel and, symmetrically, to 

remove them, once memory is deallocated from the brick. Unlike standard use of memory hotplug 

so far, in dReDBox there is no physical attachment of new hardware; for this reason, hot add and 
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hot remove have both to be initiated via software, in response to memory add or remove requests 

coming from the SDM-Controller. We are extending the existing memory hotplug probe sysfs 

interface, which is currently used mainly for debug purposes, to support this feature. 

Although the choice of building remote memory attachment on top of Linux memory hotplug allows 

to save considerable effort by reusing existing code and proven technology, there are two main 

challenges associated with using it in the context of the dReDBox architecture. First, memory hotplug 

supports needs to be ported to the dReDBox prototype target architecture (ARMv8) and all the 

architecture-specific issues need to be solved (e.g., how to deal with static device tree based 

resource description). Second, the hotplug mechanism needs to be well integrated with 

programmable logic reconfiguration, in a way that guarantees that physical addresses as seen by 

the operating system kernel and content of programmable logic hardware tables are consistent.  

At the time of writing the version of this deliverable, we have completed an initial analysis of the 

existing codebase and are investigating these issues in relation to requirements; we will provide 

definitive answers and more details on the dReDBox implementation approach in future revisions of 

this deliverable. 

NUMA Extensions  

Non Uniform Memory Access, or else NUMA [18], refers to a memory design for single-board 

multiprocessor systems where CPUs and memory modules are grouped in nodes. A NUMA node is 

a logical group of (up to) one CPU and the memory modules which are mounted on the board 

physically close (local) to the processor. Even though a processor can access the memory on any 

node of the NUMA system, accessing node-local memory grants significantly better performance in 

terms of latency and throughput, while performance of memory operations on other nodes depends 

on the distance of the two nodes involved, which, in traditional systems, reflects both the physical 

distance on the board and the architecture of the board-level memory interconnect between the 

processor and the memory module 

When a new process is started on a processor, the default memory allocation allocates memory for 

that process from the local NUMA node. This is based on the assumption that the process will run 

on the local node and so all memory accesses should happen on the local node in order to avoid the 

lower latency nodes. This approach works well when dealing with small applications. However, large 

applications that require more processors or more memory than the local node has to offer will be 

allocated memory from non-local NUMA nodes. With time, memory allocations can become 

unbalanced, i.e., a process scheduled on a NUMA node could spend most of its memory access-

time on non-local NUMA nodes. To mitigate this phenomenon, the Linux kernel implements a 

periodic NUMA balancing routine. NUMA balancing scans tasks’ address space and un-maps pages 
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for later trapping a page fault. When handling the page fault, it detects if pages are properly placed 

or if they should be migrated to a node local to the CPU where the task is running. 

Linux Kernel NUMA extensions are exploited by dReDBox as a means to represent remote memory 

modules as distinct NUMA nodes: we group remote memory chunks allocated to the brick into one 

or more CPU-less NUMA nodes. Each of these nodes will have its own distance (latency) 

characterization, reflecting the different latency classes of remote memory allocations (e.g., tray-

local, rack-local, or inter-rack).  We develop a framework for dynamically providing the Linux Kernel 

with an overview of memory available every time new modules are hot plugged to the local system 

and also provide the distance (latency) between CPUs and allocated remote memory. This 

information facilitates the development or extension of current task placement and memory allocation 

techniques within the Linux Kernel for the effective scheduling of VMs (QEMU processes) to CPUs 

and for improved locality in memory allocation. 

4.3 Hypervisor extensions 

This sub-section mainly describes how memory resources are attached to and re-distributed across 

VMs running on a compute brick. The last paragraph of this sub-section has been devoted to shortly 

discussing envisioned development related to devices disaggregation, which will be undertaken at a 

later stage of the project.  

A compute brick is equipped with a small amount of local memory, necessary to launch a hypervisor 

and make it fully operational, but memory allocated to VM is to be obtained from the disaggregated 

pool. Please, note that we use the following acronyms to distinguish memory according to how it is 

perceived by different entities: 

 HVA - host virtual address, 

 GPA - guest physical address, 

 GVA - guest virtual address, 

High-level memory picture 

As presented in Figure 7, from the hypervisor perspective, a VM is nothing but a QEMU process 

launched with proper configuration parameters. The only special feature of this process is that, when 

QEMU is configured to work as a virtualizer, it is capable to interact with KVM. As any other process, 

the memory used by QEMU comes from the host virtual address space (HVA) and it is exposed to 

the guest as emulated physical memory (GPA). An important fact is that this HVA is overcommitted, 

that is, not all addresses of a quite large address space (for example 1TB) are associated with an 

actual physical resources. This can be dynamically regulated by the hypervisor on demand. Thanks 

to this design, there is a good functional separation between host OS, QEMU and guest OS, 

presented as follows: 
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 The hypervisor is in charge of interacting with the SDM Controller by using S5 interface in 

order to extend its own physical resources and make it available for running processes (in 

particular VMs). 

 QEMU obtains a range of host virtual memory (HVA) addresses and attaches it to the guest; 

the only non-standard operation (compared to the state-of-the-art) it has to perform is to 

signal the hypervisor that the memory requested should come from the disaggregated pool 

instead of locally available (and very limited) resources. This is done through the S6 interface. 

 The guest OS is unaware of the fact, that the memory it uses comes from a disaggregated 

pool. 

 

HVA - GPA memory provision  

When QEMU is about to launch a guest OS it reserves a range of HVA, that corresponds to 

disaggregated resources, and exposes it to the guest kernel as emulated physical memory. Then, 

once started, and depending on the workload, the guest could run short of memory resources. If this 

happens, another range of HVA needs to be obtained and passed to the guest OS. Depending on 

hypervisor's HVA availability it may trigger a request for more memory sent to the orchestrator but 

functionally it changes nothing in QEMU itself - it only slightly affects memory acquisition time. Such 

a feature is a distinctive feature and major advantage specific to the dReDBox system, since a VM 

no longer has a fixed virtual memory limit, meaning that additional RAM can be attached without 

guest restart, i.e. without service interruption, as is the case today in cloud datacenters. 

Symmetrically, when currently available RAM is not fully used, part of it can be detached for the 

purpose of other VM(s) within the same compute brick making use of it. In this way, dReDBox 

 

Figure 7. High-level scheme of compute brick memory arrangement 
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addresses the problem related to constantly and dynamically mapping workload requirements. 

Currently, assuming fluctuating patterns of RAM utilization, one has to either accept occasional VM 

restarts or perform a worst-case provisioning (meeting maximum utilization scenario), which is 

inefficient, the more the bigger fluctuations are. With dynamic VM RAM resize, the requirements can 

be modeled for an average utilization scenario and – at the presence of additional RAM needs = it 

will be provided without stopping the VM. This is increasingly useful as workloads become 

increasingly data-centric and in-memory computing is establishing as a computing trend. 

After current QEMU code base exploration, it has been discovered that in addition to straightforward 

host memory allocation (when QEMU invokes mmap()) performed during virtual machine 

initialization, guest memory can be represented by emulated NUMA nodes. It is important to note 

that this is something different from previously described NUMA infrastructure. Here, the emulated 

nodes are parts of the QEMU platform and provide abstract units with chunks of virtual memory, that 

can be added to and removed from the guest. In this scenario, a range of HVAs is reserved at an 

earlier stage (when these nodes are instantiated) by node backend creation. After that, during virtual 

machine initialization, an alternative path of memory acquisition is taken and RAM provided by 

NUMA nodes is used for the purpose of being used by a VM. A simple illustration of GPA structure 

is presented in Figure 8. This approach turned out to be very useful because it facilitates 

implementing physical memory hotplug as creation of another node device (dashed on the picture). 

Other advantages of this RAM representation is that it provides a clean encapsulation, that is, a node 

uses an abstract backend in order to get actual resources, whatever the backend is. For the purpose 

of dReDBox, a novel backend type (named after "remote-memory-backend") has been created, 

which implements the S6 interface API in order for guests to obtain disaggregated resources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Physical RAM representation in QEMU as NUMA nodes 
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GPA - GVA and memory balancing with ballooning technique 

 

When launched, a guest OS is given a specific amount of memory. In the kernel, physical memory 

is represented as a set of pages, which can be allocated for any guest process, therefore becoming 

unusable for others. Contrary to a simplest classical case, when all pages are available for the kernel, 

the primary idea was to exploit memory ballooning technique for dynamic regulation of the number 

of available pages. This mechanism consists of the balloon driver in the guest OS and corresponding 

balloon device in QEMU (presented in Figure 7). The driver allocates a given number of kernel pages 

(making them to appear as reserved for the rest of the guest processes) and passes their GPA 

addresses to the balloon device, which in turn is capable of extracting corresponding HVAs and 

notifying the hypervisor that they are used by the guest (by madvise call) . Alternatively, the driver 

can be instructed by the device (which in turn can be orchestrated by libvirt or alternative tool) to 

allocate/free some pages. These operation are commonly called inflating and deflating respectively, 

as illustrated in Figure 9. 

The initial concept is to reuse ballooning in order to reuse a HVA range that is either not currently 

used by one guest or is made available through the attachment of additional remote memory for the 

purpose of dynamically increasing the guest memory of a VM (Figure 10). This design is based on 

following assumptions: 

 Multiple guests running on the hypervisor are occasionally reaching peaks of maximum 

memory requirements and most of the time their memory consumption is much lower, 

 These peaks of different guests do not occur at the same time, in general, therefore they are 

interleaved in time domain 

 

Figure 9. Ballooning operation 
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Figure 10. Remapping physical memory 

Effectively, with this feature, the overall memory use is expected to be higher comparing to the case 

without ballooning (however comparative measurements will probably not be performed because of 

questionable usability). 

Currently, even when such a mechanism is in place, a guest will never be able to exceed the 

maximum guest RAM size that was specified at launch time (vm_ram_size in  Figure 9) because the 

balloon, whose size cannot be bigger than  vm_ram_size, cannot deflate further. This means that the 

guest would need to be restarted with a larger maximum RAM. To overcome this limitation we are 

extending the ballooning technique to enable dynamic resizing of guest RAM (Figure 11). When a 

balloon reaches its limits while deflating, the following additional steps are performed. First, new 

memory is hotplugged in the guest (emulated NUMA backend on Figure 8); after that, the kernel 

structures that handle memory access need to be updated using logical hotplug. Finally, the new 

memory is passed to the balloon driver so that it can deflate further and control can be passed back 

to the process waiting for it. 
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Figure 11. Guest Hotplug 

For this, the memory hotplug mechanism previously described is being used to implement attaching 

additional memory to running guests; however, in this case, the hot plugged memory will be Guest 

Physical Memory (backed by Host Virtual Memory), rather than Host Physical Memory.  

Symmetrically to what described above, the guest is also expected to be capable of releasing 

memory on demand, which optionally can require data migration or swapping to disk. Unplugging 

memory that can possibly be re-used may incur more challenges in addition to hotplug scenario and 

therefore, this will be discussed in more depth in next iterations of this deliverable.  

In addition to memory disaggregation, the other hypervisor extensions, planned to be developed 

within project’s scope, are related to disaggregated peripherals. This means that devices that are 

not directly attached to a given compute brick (hosting the hypervisor) can be used by VMs managed 

by this hypervisor. Apart from configuration steps at orchestration level, which is not the subject of 

this section, modifications to hypervisor drivers are also required. It has been proposed to leverage 

the virtio driver family, which is an example of para-virtualization technique. This approach, in a 

classic version, assumes splitting the driver in two parts; front-end, running in VM and exposing an 

API to the guest OS, and back-end, running in the hypervisor and actually interacting with the device. 

With virtio, both ends are communicating through virtio queues located in a memory shared by both 

ends. In the context of dReDBox, the virtio design will need to be modified because back-end and 

front-end are not located on the same brick. The former runs on a brick with a device directly attached 

and the latter is part of a VM at compute brick. As such, to allow both ends to communicate, it is 

been considered to deploy the virtio queues in a shared region of the disaggregated remote memory 
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pool accessible from both front-end and back-end bricks. Peripherals disaggregation is part of the 

next set of extensions planned at the hypervisor layer and will be discussed in further iterations of 

this document. 

5 Emulator Platform and Softhouse Development Tools 

In order to coordinate the aforementioned software systems, we have used the following 

collaboration strategy and we have also developed an emulator platform for the purpose of validation 

and evaluation. 

5.1 dReDBox Softhouse Organization 

UTH provides a Gitlab server which runs on a high-end machine and a snapshot is taken every two 

weeks. The UTH Gitlab has a web-based dashboard provided at http://repo.nitlab.uth.gr/ and the 

following flow is used, also depicted in Figure 12:  

 We have created a Group under the name of dReDBox which hosts all related software and 

hardware projects.  

 For the projects that are or otherwise will be realized as extensions to existing open source 

projects, the dReDBox group hosts forked (agreed by all developers) GitHub commits or 

branches. These forked codebases are made available for development to the dReDBox 

developers. Immediately after the original fork, a dReDBox branch is created on the forked 

repository and all developers are able to further fork this dReDBox branch to have their 

private tree to work on. The main reason for creating the dReDBox branch is because the 

open source projects are under active development, so we might be interested to import 

changes into our forked repository from the original open source repositories in the future. A 

maintainer will be defined for each dReDBox project who will be in charge of merging 

developments.  

 For entirely new projects, an empty project is defined in dReDBox group and the creator of 

the project is able to work directly on it. If other developers are involved, they can create their 

fork and send merge requests to the original project. Automatically and rightfully, the new 

project creator will be also the maintainer.  

 Extensive use of Gitlab merge requests mechanisms. For people familiar with GitHub, Gitlab 

merge requests are the same as GitHub pull requests. Each developer, after testing new 

functionality, will need to push the changes to the main dReDBox project tree. This will be 

done by issuing merge requests via the Gitlab web frontend. The way to issue merge 

requests is straightforward and heavily explained on Gitlab documentation. Another 

advantage of Gitlab merge requests is the fact that they are nicely logged and if developers 
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provide extensive comments on what each merge offers, a track record of progress is 

automatically created and able to be outlined on the Gitlab web frontend that allows a third 

party person (e.g. reviewer – for whom we will create observer accounts) to observe the 

project evolution.  

 Yocto Project is used to pull all dReDBox projects from the Gitlab repository and build them 

in automated fashion. Appropriate Yocto compatible scripts called “recipes” in Yocto have 

been developed for dReDBox specifically. This approach, apart from significantly simplifying 

the process of building in a uniform manner all subsystems, it will help dissemination of 

developed codebases to the community. 

  

 

Figure 12. Software Development Management workflow for dReDBox 

5.2 Emulator Platform 

An emulation platform has been developed to decouple all software efforts from hardware prototype 

and, in addition, as a means to evaluate approaches by analyzing memory access traces, which can 

be produced at any level of the memory hierarchy from virtual addresses that a process sees, up to 

the physical addresses that are used at the remote memory modules. More specifically, the 

emulation platform aims to assist with the following: 

a) Development of system software in dReDBox requires the use of an appropriately instrumented 

emulator so that software architectural approaches may be developed, debugged and evaluated 

without the actual need of the dReDBox hardware. The ultimate goal is to develop and debug 

software that will require minimum porting effort (if at all) for the deployment on the actual target 

hardware platform.  
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In particular, the system software support that needs to be developed primarily refers to the 

following subsystems: i) Linux Kernel memory layout management on disaggregated memory 

platform, ii) extending Linux Kernel NUMA extensions and hotplug support to innovatively 

schedule workloads and also move pages that are often used from remote memory ranges to 

local memory ranges and iii) explore techniques to safely map the same disaggregated memory 

modules (which are out of the hardware-based coherency domain) to more than one SoCs using 

efficient software methods that do not require h/w based coherency (e.g. readers/writers or 

Read-Copy-Update). 

b) The hardware emulator allows for the development and integration of TLM (Transaction-Level 

Modelling) hardware models that will interface to system software exactly as the real hardware 

will. From a system software perspective, TLM models are the same as commodity hardware: 

respective software drivers write data to registers and memory regions with no changes. The 

TLM model has a fit-for-purpose sensitivity list mechanism that triggers operations based on 

register values and interrupts each time they are changed. In dReDBox TLM models can be 

developed with cooperation between partners that will implement system software and the 

partners that will implement the “glue logic” gateware; the latter will in the real prototype drive the 

serDES-based network.  

 

The internals of the emulation platform that is being developed in the context of dReDBox are further  

described in Appendix I. 

6 Conclusions 

In this deliverable, starting from the high level architecture of D2.3 and the interfaces presented in 

D2.6, we focused on the software components of dReDBox. Following a layered structure, we 

presented the internal structure, workings and sub-components of each high level software 

component and described their scope and responsibilities. We also described, for each of them, 

implementation decisions by describing their motivation and associated limitations. Specific well-

established open source projects have been selected to be used as a basis where appropriate.  This 

deliverable is the first of three iterative versions of the “System software architecture interfaces and 

techniques”; the next realizes (respectively in deliverable D4.2 and D4.3), will extend, expand, and 

possibly amend the content of this document as the design and development work continues. 
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7 Appendix I 

Emulating a full system architecture that can run a full-fledged OS and applications narrows down 

the selection of appropriate tools, especially if the emulator development host is not of the same 

architecture as the dReDBox target microserver/SoC. Due to infrastructure realities, most dReDBox 

developers will use X86 or X86_64 machines, while the dReDBox hardware prototype is aimed at 

using the Xilinx Zynq® UltraScale+™ MPSoC (EG flavor [26]) as the SoC of its compute brick, 

featuring a quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 application processing unit implementing the ARMv8 

architecture. The de-facto-standard choice for system emulation with the aforementioned constraints 

is using Quick Emulator (QEMU). QEMU is open source, well supported and has proven reliability 

in production environments. It is thus of no wonder why almost all embedded device emulators today 

designed to assist software development are based on QEMU. 

In order to support virtualization, dReDBox is based on a processor that provides virtualization 

extensions, namely special instructions to enter privileged levels and a special memory management 

unit (called SMMU in the ARM architecture). While main disaggregated memory support does not 

require a virtualization framework in order to get developed and verified, there are specific 

virtualization technology subsystems such as e.g. shared I/O communication rings that need VMM 

or hypervisors to run within the emulator in order to get developed and validated. Unfortunately 

support of virtualization is generally not supported by QEMU processor models.  There is one 

exception though: The Xilinx QEMU branch. This branch is maintained by Xilinx that has invested a 

lot of development efforts in QEMU to allow its clients to speed-up application development on their 

embedded processor series, under the name ZYNQMP. ZYNQMP series is a 4-core architecture 

with 4xARM A-53 cores that implement the ARMV8 (AARCH64) architecture. Xilinx has already 

provided a significant amount of ARMV8 virtualization support in the bleeding edge git version of this 

QEMU branch and they actively support it. 

Similar support was not found in any other QEMU platforms. Therefore, we decided to use this 

platform as a significant head start is offered that has the potential to provide, with the appropriate 

QEMU extensions described already in this deliverable, a full dReDBox architecture emulation that 

can execute the dReDBox system software, can be orchestrated by dReDBox orchestration tools 

and can even execute the dReDBox user applications. All these totally decoupled from the real 

hardware prototype. 

Last but not least, running full-fledged demos on top of dReDBox QEMU can offer the production of 

extraction of memory traces that can be used in simulation models to safely infer expected 

performance benefits and calibration. 
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dReDBox Emulation Framework Components 

a) Xilnx QEMU: The ZYNQ MP system model currently supports the following: 
- Ethernet 
- SDHCI/SD 
- QSPI Controller 
- UART 
- SPI 
- I2C 
- DDR (No ECC) 
- OCM 
- APUs 
- 4 x A53s 

o AArch64 Support for: EL0, EL1, EL2 and EL3 
o AArch32 Support for: EL0, EL1 

- ARM GIC v2 
- RPUs 

o 2 x R5s 
o Limited run time configuration 
o No lock step fault capability 
o Globally accessible TCM 
o Interrupt Controller 

-  XMPU 
- ARM SMMU 
-  Limited PMU specific interprocessor interrupt functionality 
- PMU (Not supported in PetaLinux-Boot flow) 

 
All these models and peripherals are coded in C. Since Xilinx is primarily an FPGA vendor, the 

QEMU version of an reconfigurable SoC supports any mix of peripherals and different memory 

layouts. To support this capability, the Xilinx QEMU requires an appropriate device tree (.dtb files) 

to be fed through the command line so that it can emulate a designated SoC configuration. The 

ability to design different platform configurations via the device tree mechanism will provide a 

significant advantage to development. The .dtb that the emulator currently uses emulates a 

configuration that can be realized on a Xilinx ZynqMP Ultrascale+ platform ZCU102. 

b) Uboot-loader: U-Boot is a famous bootloader that is used in embedded platforms to fetch Linux 

images, RAM disks etc. and boot an operating system. U-boot provides a command line interface 

and has a variety of commands available. Among them, there are commands that write and read 

from designated physical addresses (MMU is off in U-Boot mode). In dReDBox, we aim to use 

U-boot to debug the disaggregated memory implementation by writing to relevant addresses in 

a straight forward and highly controlled manner. For the dReDBox emulation framework, U-Boot 

has already been extended to support ZynQMP automatic tftp boot, which was not originally 

supported in the Xilinx version. Detailed changes are visible in the respective commit graph on 

the dReDBox Gitlab. 
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c) Arm-Trusted-Software: This software programs the Generic Interrupt Controller (GIC) and 

exports some functions that lie at the ARM Trustzone. We have found that no changes are 

needed here yet, but control over this might be needed in the long run.  

d) Linux-xlnx: This is the Xilinx Linux kernel which is a fork of Linux kernel version 4.4.0. This 

kernel includes all the necessary support for Linux to boot on ZYNQMP. Getting the default 

device tree from Xilinx, this kernel has been configured for use in dReDBox. Among key 

configuration options is the network boot over NFS and support for virtualization extensions. 

More details about this are given in the discussion of deployment of the emulation framework 

given below. 

e) RootFS: The root file system is exported over NFS to simplify development and dynamic addition 

and execution of newly compiled executables, without requiring reboots or other transfers. This 

is currently a very efficient method for early development, but it is going to hinder evaluation, 

because swapping pages to disk versus expanding access to remote memory is going to be 

needed in comparisons. This approach is planned to be revisited and commodity disk files will 

be used instead, which is in any case more straightforward than NFS filesystem. The Rootfs has 

been developed with the Yocto Linux Project following open-embedded recipes. The recipe that 

has been used for Rootfs is the core-image-minimal for platform Xilinx ZCU. We have confirmed 

the compatibility and we intend to modify recipes to create the filesystem only and not the kernel. 

The above can model with fine detail a full-fledged microserver.  Each QEMU instance bootstraps 

using all the aforementioned software and brings up a Linux based system at console which 

emulates a single microserver instance. 

 
In the context of each system, all emulated network interfaces are exported and bridged over Linux 

TUN/TAP devices which in turn are bridged via Linux bridge that acts as a L2 Switch. A dnsmasq 

server is deployed at the host and provides the bootloader with DHCP/BOOTP and TFTP services 

to bootstrap the Linux kernel. In other words, the Linux image is not loaded by emulated disks, but 

over the network. In the same spirit the root filesystem is NFS mounted as it has been described.  

A python framework has been developed that automatically boots a user defined number of 

microserver instances, with the aforementioned configuration support that will be all able to 

communicate with each other over IP, as well as with the main host, and will share the same 

filesystem over NFS. Admittedly, this emulation mode requires many resources for a decent multi-

microserver emulation. To sustain this reality, UTH has dedicated a powerful server (GEN 9 HP 

blade with 32 cores and 150GB of RAM) to the project to be used solely for the sake of emulation.   
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      Figure 13. Emulator Platform Anatomy 

Anatomy of dReDBox Memory Controller Device 

In Figure 13, the high-level anatomy of the emulator is illustrated. The dReDBox Remote Memory 

Controller Emulation is a QEMU peripheral and a Shared Memory daemon that accurately emulates 

all aspects of the rack-scale disaggregated memory behavior, as it is envisioned in dReDBox. The 

daemon receives information via command line to allocate physical memory continuous segments 

into Shared memory regions exploiting the UNIX Shared-Mem API [21].  Figure 14 below depicts the 

daemon operation.  
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Figure 14. EmuRackMem Daemon receives instructions from the command line to build shared memory regions 

and generates a JSON file that has the necessary info to be used by QEMU and orchestration tools. EmuRackMem 

stays alive (daemon) only to clean things up 

After the daemon starts, the respective memory regions/segments are constructed and a key is 

produced so that any other program with the proper credentials may map a segment in its address 

space. After initialization is finalized, the daemon emits a JSON file where it provides the memory 

region keys and their size. This file is intended for use by QEMU instances and orchestration tools 

to determine the available memory modules of the emulated rack-scale deployment.  

DReDBox Remote Memory Controller Peripheral emulation in Xilinx QEMU 

The Remote Memory Controller (RMC) peripheral is integrated in the QEMU memory data bus and 

its configuration interface is mapped to the peripheral bus accordingly, as depicted in Figure 15 

below. 
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Figure 15. Integration of RMC peripheral into QEMU. The peripheral receives all memory access requests above 

1GB and also receives configuration data in the range ff080000 - ff090000 

 

Figure 16. RMC internals: The memory data-path is comprised of the address decoder, the translator/forwarder 

and the RMS subsystem. The control-path is implemented by the NetPort subsystem and memory mapped I/O - 

based configuration interface 

Figure 16 depicts the RMC internals. The RMC architecture is comprised of the memory data-path 

modules and the control-path modules. The memory data-path is realized by the address decoder, 

the address translator / forwarder and the Remote Memory System.  
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Memory data-path 

Starting from the latter, the RMS is an abstraction that is used to map physical memory to the QEMU 

instance. In the current version, the RMS backend implements a connection to the shared memory 

regions that are defined by the aforementioned EmuRackMem tool. QEMU receives from the 

command line the EmuRackMem generated JSON file and develops RMS instances that get 

connected via the System V shared memory API to all available memory modules. A pointer for each 

segment is returned to QEMU and can be used as the base address of the respective attached 

shared memory region.  

The Memory address translator module translates the memory address from the local QEMU 

memlayout view to the remote memory layout (where the attachment pointer is regarded as the base 

address from the remote memory module perspective). The translation is algorithmic and it involves 

adding (resp. subtracting) an offset to the base address, which is provided (along with the type of 

operation) by the control path. The forwarder solely propagates requests to the right RMS which is 

already mapped to the proper netport. 

The address decoder relies on the control-path information to decide which remote module and 

which offset should be used. The decoder algorithm will be also used in the hardware implementation 

and is relevant to the Netport structure, because it actually chooses which NetPort entry should be 

used for translation and forwarding, and is thoroughly described in the QEMU sources.    

Control-path 

The control path is comprised of the NetPort structure which is depicted in Figure 16. This structure 

has a fixed number of entries which reflect all the available memory communication ports that the 

current emulated microserver has. Each port has a series of tuples that store: i) network information, 

ii) local compute node memlayout start address mapping of the remote module, iii) local compute 

node memlayout end address mapping of the remote memory channel and iv) the offset to be used 

by the translator. The network information has the MSB (Most Significant Bit) dedicated to whether 

the offset will be added or subtracted to correctly translate the local address for remote memory 

access (MSB=1 for add, MSB=0 for subtract). In the current emulated implementation, the NetPort 

size is 16 bytes long, 4 bytes for each field, but in the hardware version the size of these fields may 

be bigger. The configuration interface is a straightforward serial memory mapped I/O of the NetPort 

buffers which are mapped next to each other in 16 byte sets. The NetPort start and end addresses 

are used by the decoder to determine which entry is to be used for the current request. The network 

address provides the key to the forwarder element to find the proper RMS backend connection 

whereas the offset is used by the translator. 
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